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Foreword

Michael Whitfield and I set up Thomsons Online Benefits in 2000 and, within a few years, set our ambitions beyond the success we were building in the UK benefits market.

We had one clear vision: for organizations to automate their administration, create an engaging experience for their employees and have visibility into their benefits spend and trend data. In 2002 a large multinational organization seized this opportunity and went live in eight countries simultaneously in March 2003. With that, the global benefits Darwin market was born.

Some 17 years later, I am delighted to see that this 2017/18 Global Benefits Watch report shows that now, global benefits management is far from being something adopted only by young high-growth technology companies with simplified benefit structures. Rather, it has become the naturally chosen approach for the majority of global multinationals as they look at a way to deliver on their strategic vision for benefits and use technology to implement benefit strategies that help create healthier, happier and more engaged employees.

This has meant that we have witnessed an exciting change in the role of the global reward function as part of an increasingly lean and digitized HR team, and an evolution of our business as a result.

A decade ago, global benefits maturity looked like closely associated global principles, with little consistency on the ground in local markets.

Then, as Thomsons helped fuel the adoption of global benefits technology, organizations were primarily focused on reducing administration. The next wave of change we initiated through Darwin brought with it great employee experience, and in the last couple of years, analytics has brought the most significant wave yet.

Most recently – in December 2016 – our time as a privately owned company came to an end and we were acquired by Mercer. One year in and we have seen incredible advantages of this acquisition, as well as the funding to support our growth and ability to further develop the global benefits market. Providers around the world have queued up to strengthen their integration with us. And we are working closely with the Mercer teams to localize Darwin further, as well as encourage the next wave of change in benefits digitization and globalization.

I hope you find this report helpful and insightful, wherever you may be on your own global benefits journey.
Executive Summary

The next wave of benefits globalization and digitalization is here.

The evidence is clear; the pace and scale of change in global benefits has been rapid. The number of organizations with a mature, technology-enabled approach is up again this year, with nearly 60% of multinationals having a defined approach to global benefits. This means those now leaving it to local markets to define their approach have become a minority.

There is a clear trend for greater alignment as organizations form new benefits strategies that support their changing business objectives and culture (85% of respondents now align their benefits program to business and people strategies). And organizations already doing this are having far greater success in the running of and engagement with their benefits. For example, those with a global benefits strategy in place for three-plus years are seven times more likely to rate themselves as very effective at achieving their objectives.

The other major trend is the adoption of a clear HR and technology infrastructure to deliver global benefits. The increase in adoption of global or regional shared service centers, global human capital management (HCM) and global benefits technology to run benefits and provide better experience for employees are all on the rise too. And, as with those with a more globally-driven and better aligned strategy, the increase in engagement, governance and administration outcomes are clear. They are:

- Three times more likely to see a reduction in administration errors;
- Twice as likely to see a reduction in overcharges; and
- An increase in operational efficiency.

The report findings are clear - benefits now truly sit in the global and digital domains. This increase in a global approach to benefits management is no surprise given the top objectives for benefits professionals remain attraction, engagement and wellbeing – all contributing to a better employee experience and a more consistent culture around the world.

The findings in the first chapter report on the latest in the global benefits best practice blueprint, which gained prominence in the 2016/17 report. It is good to see its continued development, adoption and business impact, and organizations at the cutting edge have now evolved the blueprint further. These employers are bringing in the next wave of global benefits transformation and our research shows this is driving two key outcomes: the benefits shift from reward to experience, and the focus on analytics and a data-driven approach.
Benefits shift from reward to experience

Findings from both our latest employer and employee surveys has shown real momentum for changing the emphasis of benefits away from reward, to wellbeing and experience that focus on shorter-term needs as well as help promote a culture and working environment within which people thrive.

Those organizations with a more mature strategy, powered by technology, are 60% more likely to have wellbeing strategies in place and have greater success in driving employee satisfaction.

Analytics: hope is not a strategy

The second is in the area of analytics where, once again, the early adopters of the technology-enabled approach to global benefits are now reaping the rewards of having globally consistent data available to them.

These HR teams are much more likely to have good data available quickly and, as a result, are able to harness it to drive better measurement of their programs and influence key outcomes, such as budgeting, vendor management and, ultimately, employee engagement. By laying the foundations of the blueprint a few years ago, they have gained further competitive advantage over those employers with a localized and technology-light approach.

In fact, the ability to measure different components of a global benefits program is having the biggest impact on effectiveness in governance and outcomes. These HR teams are:

• **Twice as likely** to budget and predict global costs;
• **Twice as likely** to be offering benefits employees want;
• **95% more likely** to be offering benefits that impact and drive strategic business objectives.

The findings in this year’s report consistently support that it is only the early adopters – who have ridden all three waves – that are heralded as the market leaders in global benefits and employee experience. However, technology is no longer the reserve of the HR functions of the world’s top employers as more and more organizations catch up. For the next wave of benefits management it is clear that benefits globalization and digitization is becoming a must have for all. Our latest research has firmly established that the next wave of benefits globalization and digitalization is here.
Introduction

Now in its fourth year, our Global Employee Benefits Watch continues to track the major trends in global benefits management, helping HR and reward professionals learn from the best and provide clear insights for those looking to follow in their footsteps.

Last year, we adopted the term 'global benefits blueprint' to describe the set of attributes the leading employers consistently demonstrated that contributed to their success. This year, our research set out to challenge this blueprint further to ascertain whether it really represents a best practice approach, to discover if more organizations are adopting it, and to measure what impact its adoption continues to have on their business.

To do this, we asked questions covering both the inputs to and outputs of success, including objectives and initiatives, use of different technologies and communications, together with administration, risk, governance and engagement metrics to see where respondents ranked against their peer group.

In total, we had over 400 responses from HR and benefits professionals from organizations across all regions, of many sizes and all major industry sectors. In addition, we surveyed over 2,000 employees from multinational employers to get an insight into their view of the benefits they receive, what they value and how well they are delivered. Their responses were released in our recent whitepaper and are also woven into our findings here to give as complete a picture as possible of global benefits in 2017.
These findings have been distilled into three sections, which provide a complete picture of how to deliver great global benefits:

- **The evolution of the global benefits blueprint** – identifying which of the core initiatives in global benefits delivery contribute most directly to success and how they have shifted and changed in the last 12 months;

- **The shift from reward to experience** – how both employers and their people are placing less emphasis on the traditional, big-ticket items and now improving day-to-day experience and wellbeing are the new focus;

- **Analytics, and how hope is not a strategy** – discovering how those with a technology-enabled approach to global benefits are already making headway in the use of analytics to drive decision-making and how it is helping them significantly out-perform others in terms of benefits management and business impact.

In building as complete a picture as possible, this fourth edition of Global Employee Benefits Watch is the largest and most robust yet – something we believe our readers can rely on to help shape strategy and next steps in this space.
Evolution of the global benefits blueprint

When Thomsons Online Benefits set out on the mission to transform the global benefits market, it seemed that there was a very set and traditional way multinationals were going about creating a globally consistent approach to benefits. It seemed, at the time, to be heavily focused on trying to achieve consistency in benefits design, together with a common approach to how the benefits, mainly insurances, were financed and risk was managed.

Then the market started to see the early signs of adoption of a very different approach to global benefits. The appetite for consistency of design started to diminish as benefits professionals recognized the increasing disparity in local market practice, legislation and taxation of benefits. And though cost and risk management were seen as good practice, they weren’t seen to be delivering any differentiation or value to the organization for the sizable investment in benefits.

The most forward-thinking organizations started to look at the use of technology in this space with a new focus, on creating a great experience for the employee to enrol into and engage with their benefits, whilst providing the infrastructure for the HR or benefits team to follow the broad trend to be as lean as possible in running benefits. This is where Global Employee Benefits Watch established the blueprint for success:

• **A global benefit’s strategy** that is aligned to the organization’s people strategy
• **An HR shared service** centre all benefits administration
• **A global HCM and benefits technology platform** that automates
• **Consumer-grade benefits communications** and access for employees through mobile devices
• **Measurement of all areas** of the global benefits program and analytics to inform decision making

Below, we explore how that blueprint is evolving, together with how its adoption is increasing, to see where we can validate this new approach to global benefits. As well as understand where it is evolving and what else might be influencing success amongst multinational employers and their approach to benefits.
More organizations look to the future

HR professionals are under great pressure as they rally to drive and support business change. Challenges such as more diverse workforces with different needs, unprecedented, disruptive technological change and a growing productivity challenge, have all put HR teams at center stage.

Market momentum as well as research suggests that benefits are rising up both the employee and global business agenda. There has never been a more pressing time for HR and reward professionals to put employee benefits at the heart of the employee experience that their organizations are seeking to shape. HR teams are recognizing that they need to focus on agile employee benefits, integrated to their HR approach to properly support their people strategy in serving the business. With HR now actively building very different organizational ecosystems and networks from the past, they need global benefits with the systems and technology to support new approaches, not stand in the way.

Through Global Employee Benefits Watch, Thomsons has tracked organizations’ increasingly global approach to managing their benefits and has demonstrated that there are clear advantages of devising, articulating and rolling out a globally consistent strategy with the processes, systems and technology in place to support it.

To do this, plans and principles for global benefits are imperative. We see a step change in the proportion of organizations putting in place a global strategy this year. As shown in Figure 1, the proportion of employers with a robust strategy has gone up by around a third (from 25% to 34%). The proportion of employers who don’t yet have a strategy in place but are planning one has also risen, from 22% to 28%.
The number of organizations who are not considering a global benefits strategy has almost halved – from 28% to 16% in just one year.

As a result of adopting and implementing global benefits strategies, these organizations are becoming more successful in achieving their objectives. Putting a global strategy into place appears to lead to a big leap in effectiveness (Figure 2). Organizations are four times more likely to be effective or very effective by simply establishing a global approach.
Moreover, the proportion of those organizations with mature strategies reporting that their benefits strategy is not effective in meeting their objectives has fallen from last year, by almost half (from 19% to 10%), suggesting that within this market-leading group, effectiveness is increasing. This implies that those organizations further along the global benefits journey are reporting greater success in responding to their wider HR challenges, such as meeting their diverse employee needs.

"The proportion of those organizations with mature strategies reporting that their benefits strategy is not effective in meeting their objectives has fallen from last year, by almost half (from 19% to 10%)."
The importance of strategy alignment

Our research shows a clear correlation between implementing a global benefits strategy and improved outcomes. However, working in a ‘benefits silo’ will not help any organization gain traction and really lever the value of its employee benefits; it needs to align and support the wider people strategy to create a distinct employee experience.

Fitness benefits in one country, for example, are unlikely to bear fruit unless part of a considered, holistic approach to employee wellbeing across the whole organization. Other examples of successful alignment include introducing innovative new benefits in support of an organization-wide talent acquisition strategy, or introducing a workplace savings vehicle that supports employee mental wellbeing.

It seems HR and reward professionals are seeking greater impact through alignment and in Figure 3 we can see that the proportion stating that their benefits and people strategies are very much aligned has grown by more than a third on last year. Those reporting a lack of alignment – plus those who don’t know if they have alignment – has almost halved (from 26% to 14%).

**Figure 3.** Degree of alignment of an organizations’ global benefits strategy to their people strategy compared to 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Don’t know</th>
<th>Not Aligned</th>
<th>Somewhat aligned</th>
<th>Very much aligned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13.8%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>53.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.2%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>52.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 2016
* 2017
This is unsurprising when we see that strategic alignment is tied to achieving successful business outcomes. Figure 4 shows that none of the organizations reporting a lack of alignment state that their benefits strategy is very effective. On the other hand, more than one fifth of those with a very-much aligned strategy do. Those organizations reporting that their strategies are at least somewhat aligned are at least 50% more likely to report effectiveness than those with no alignment.

**Figure 4.** Alignment of global benefits strategy vs. effectiveness in meeting objectives

These results should not come as too much of a surprise, they back up years of HR research on the importance of alignment in delivering corporate objectives. However, it is interesting to examine the relative impact on effectiveness of both alignment with people strategy and the maturity of an organization’s approach to global benefits.

Figure 4 shows that it is alignment that makes the biggest impact on effectiveness, even where an organization has only just started to put an explicit strategy in place.
Having a mature strategy in itself will have limited benefits where it is not aligned with people objectives, but that the real advantages come from both alignment and sticking with a strategy over time.

Organizations with a mature, aligned strategy are over 60% more likely to say they are very effective or effective at meeting their objectives.

There is a key takeout for HR and reward professionals here: irrespective of where in the organization’s global benefits strategy development, there is business benefit in focusing right away on alignment with people strategy and goals.

Designing a benefits strategy in isolation will reduce its effectiveness. Instead, HR and reward professionals should get under the skin of their organization’s employee value proposition (EVP) and people strategy. Then design, deliver and communicate benefits that enhance and support both.

So far, we have identified strategic alignment and a well-established strategy as two key components of an effective approach to global employee benefits.

As Figure 5 suggests, however, some organizations with both of these in place still only report limited effectiveness in meeting their objectives, suggesting that there are other elements needed to strengthen a benefits strategy. The rest of this section looks at two such elements: the role of infrastructure and digitization.

Figure 5. Global benefits strategy maturity and alignment vs. effectiveness

Below shows the stage of the global benefits strategy and how aligned it is to the people strategy, compared to how effective the organization is at achieving its objectives.

Organizations with a mature, aligned strategy are over 60% more likely to say they are very effective or effective at meeting their objectives.
The value of focusing your impact on the employee

Our research indicates that while employee attraction and engagement remain top benefits priorities (Figure 6), wellbeing has appeared in the top three for the first time. This result is also reflected in our recent global employee survey\(^6\) where more than 80% stated their workplace had a negative impact on their wellbeing, with a significant employee demand for wellbeing programs coming through.

Findings showed that those employers with a global benefits strategy that has been in place for more than three years are more likely to focus on objectives that really add value to their EVP – such as enhancing employee engagement and promoting employee wellbeing.

For example, three times as many respondents with a mature strategy in place put ‘promote employee health and wellbeing’ as their number one objective.

Figure 6. Global benefits objectives

---

Attracting and retaining talent remains important across the board but, those with a mature strategy, having invested in articulating and implementing a global strategy, are delivering against other objectives such as ‘enhancing employee engagement’ and ‘promoting employee wellbeing globally’.

It appears that organizations with a mature strategy, which have essentially gone through the transformation phase of implementing global benefits by putting infrastructure and goals on a global footing, are taking advantage of this momentum and focusing on the types of initiative that enable them to really differentiate their employee proposition.

They appear to be shifting the focus from benefits to experience, something we will explore further in the next chapter of this report.

The balancing-act between ambition and reality

Although the objectives of most respondents have focused on the employee, and the role of benefits in attracting them, engaging them and promoting their wellbeing, employers are still in a very different place when it comes to the initiatives they are running which focus on:

- **Tighter control** of global costs
- **Reducing data** and operational risk
- **Consistent** global governance

Given that attracting and engaging employees is such a focus of HR and reward professionals’ objectives, there is a disconnect in the actual initiatives in place. Figure 7 shows that the focus is more around how organizations administer benefits, rather than how they are creating or delivering benefits that can transform the employee experience.
However, over half (55%) of organizations who have a mature global benefits strategy in place are prioritizing benefits that can impact employee experience, such as global wellbeing programs, compared to only a third (32%) of those who have no strategy or a less mature one in place. Our findings lead us to conclude that this is because these organizations are still at the start of their journey and are therefore focusing most of their effort on getting robust global benefits governance in place before they can invest in and implement value-add initiatives.

"Over half (55%) of organizations who have a mature global benefits strategy in place are prioritizing benefits that can impact employee experience, such as global wellbeing programs."

---

**Figure 7. Key initiatives within organizations’ global benefits strategy**

The below graph shows the key initiatives that HR and reward professionals said were within their global benefits strategy. It is evident that the majority of organizations are on the journey to implementing robust global benefits governance as the top initiatives are all around cost, risk and decision-making processes.
### Figure 8. Key initiatives within organizations’ global benefits strategy, by region

The below graph shows the key initiatives that HR and reward professionals said were within their global benefits strategy, broken down by region. Securing robust global governance is a top priority across all regions, nudged underneath by process automation and HR Shared Service (HRSS) alignment in the APAC region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative</th>
<th>Americas</th>
<th>APAC</th>
<th>EMEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistent global governance (i.e. one views of benefits data)</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>56.6%</td>
<td>54.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment to global shared service model</td>
<td>53.3%</td>
<td>39.6%</td>
<td>31.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global employee wellbeing programs</td>
<td>43.3%</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
<td>41.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tighter control of global costs</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automating administration processes</td>
<td>73.3%</td>
<td>41.5%</td>
<td>47.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing global insurance risk</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>45.3%</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tighter management of vendors</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>47.2%</td>
<td>37.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing data and operational risk</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>67.9%</td>
<td>53.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globally consistent employee experience</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>43.4%</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evolution of the global benefits blueprint

As shown in Figure 8, the region in which organizations are headquartered also has an impact on the initiatives within their strategy. Automating administrative processes is a key initiative for organizations headquartered in APAC, alongside complementary initiatives on consistent global governance and aligning to a shared service model globally. In the Americas, there is a greater focus on reducing data and operational risk; and in EMEA, HR teams are more likely to focus on employee experience, rather than governance.

Embracing a lean HR approach for benefits

Last year we found that when organizations implement both an HR shared service (HRSS) center and a technology solution to run their benefits programs, they were more likely to achieve success against their global benefits objectives. The results show that the combination of HRSS and global technology is allowing benefits teams to be much leaner, by reducing the administration burden without sacrificing the employee experience.

Wider HR studies confirm the continued rise in use of HRSS centers. Moving support functions to shared services has been identified as the biggest area of planned organizational change over the next two years according to Mercer’s 2017 Talent Report.

While the benefits of this streamlined approach to HR administration are far-reaching, they are particularly strong for global benefits because they provide the opportunity for HR and benefits programs to mutually support each other, saving time and money as well as increasing responsiveness to employees along the way.

More people are adopting an HR shared service model

Figure 9 suggests that there has been an increase year-on-year in the amount of organizations with an HR shared service model in place.

As the move to HRSS models increases, Figure 10 also shows that so does the adoption of a global approach to benefits. Likewise, the more mature an organization’s global benefits strategy, the more likely they are to have shared services in place.

There has been an increase year-on-year in the amount of organizations with an HR shared service model in place.”
The amount of organizations that have adopted an HR shared service model is increasing year-on-year. Additionally, the chart shows the group of HR and reward professionals who say that they are not considering this approach is reducing and has halved in two years.
**Figure 10.** HR shared service center global implementation stage vs. global benefits strategy maturity

The graph shows how established organizations’ global benefits strategy is compared to their adoption of an HR shared service model.

As Figure 11 shows, organizations with a global benefits strategy that has been in place for over 3 years:

- Are four times more likely to have globally implemented HR shared services (8.3% of organizations without a global benefits strategy have an HR shared service model, compared to 41.4% with a mature global benefits strategy).

- 32.7% of organizations are very effective or effective at meeting their global benefits objectives when they have HR shared services in place, compared to 4.8% where they don’t.

- 33.3% of organizations with no plans to implement a shared services model are ineffective at meeting their global benefits objectives, compared to 5.3% of those with one in place.
This illustrates a mutual reinforcement between having a global benefits strategy and the HR infrastructure to deliver it. An HRSS model seems to provide the most efficient practical way to lever the value employers need from their benefits on a global basis.
Globally consistent technology is proving its worth

Given the complexity and diversity of benefits around the world, they have traditionally been considered difficult, if not impossible, to manage globally. As a result, they have been left behind and are now the last wave of the HR digital revolution.

Businesses cannot afford to continue processing benefits manually while digitizing the rest of HR, neglecting the savings and employee engagement opportunities that technology can bring. The impetus around employee engagement as well as rapidly advancing new technology solutions now gives HR and reward leaders the tools that enable them to put benefits at the heart of their employee relationship.

As more embrace this change, those organizations who do not are falling behind. And this chasm between the haves and have nots - and the difference in benefit strategy outcomes - will just get bigger.

“These organizations who are leading the way are also taking the advantage offered through global technology, such as a reduction in HR admin times of 30%.”
In our 2016/17 research we reported a significant shift in organizations starting the journey of establishing a global approach to benefits governance. This year the data highlights a further increase in the proportion of organizations that now have a longer-established approach to globally-consistent, technology-enabled benefits programs. In fact, they are leading the way for the rest.

These organizations who are leading the way are also taking the advantage offered through global technology, such as a reduction in HR admin times of 30% (Figure 13).
Figure 13. Benefits administration model used vs. how long it takes benefits team to administer the offering each month (per country)

The graph below shows the average time it takes the benefits team to administer the benefits offering each month per country, broken down by the way benefits are administered and whether this is used everywhere, somewhere or nowhere. It is clear the globally rolled out benefits technology has the biggest impact on reducing administration times.

Additionally, in our 2016/17 research, only 14% of organizations reported using global benefits management software. In this year’s research, 62% of organizations report using benefits management somewhere in their business, with one in six of these saying they are using the technology globally.

The most interesting findings show how different approaches impact an organization’s ability to deliver their programs. Our research looked at this from the point of view of the time taken to administer benefits and the effectiveness in delivering administration and compliance objectives.

“It takes the benefits team on average 16 days per month per country to administer their benefits when benefits technology is used globally, compared to an average of 21.3 days without automation.”

The results in Figure 13 clearly suggest that using benefits software globally significantly reduces the time spent administering benefits and increases effectiveness. For example, it takes the benefits team on average 16 days per month per country to administer their benefits when benefits technology is used globally, compared to an average of 21.3 days without automation.

Global consistency of use seems to be the common factor in achieving success. It is the combination of a global strategy and the technology to underpin it that appears to result in the greatest efficiency gains.

This approach gives both the consistency and data needed to ensure full control and measurement. Our findings also showed that those with an established global strategy plus technology are nearly three times more likely to see a reduction in admin errors and nearly twice as likely to see a reduction in overcharges and an increase in operational efficiency.

As technology enables organizations to bring consistency to their benefits globally, the findings show just how much of an impact it can have on a global basis to lever greater effectiveness.

**The benchmark set by those following the blueprint**

So, can we really prove that organizations are more successful when they have a mature global strategy closely aligned to people objectives, with HRSS centers in all geographical regions of their business and use benefits management software across all of their jurisdictions?

Figure 14 shows the approach to global benefits management of two different organizations, grouped by the areas of best practice that we have discussed so far in this report. The blueprint refers to those who have a mature, very aligned global strategy, HRSS centers live globally and use benefits management software across all of their locations. The findings reveal that:

- Those organizations adopting best practice are having significantly more success and 100% consider that they were effective or very effective in meeting their objectives

- Ratings fall dramatically to just 16.4% where no aspects of the blueprint are followed.

“Those with an established global strategy plus technology are nearly three times more likely to see a reduction in admin errors and nearly twice as likely to see a reduction in overcharges and an increase in operational efficiency.”
Figure 14. Approach to global benefits management vs. employers who said they were very effective or effective at global benefits management.

- Organizations following the blueprint: 100%
- Benefits tech and nothing else from blueprint: 58.8%
- Organizations not following the blueprint: 50%
- Blueprint minus benefits technology: 16.4%
Figure 15. Organizations who have/have not adopted the global benefits blueprint vs. how effective they are in areas of benefits administration and risk management

- Benefit eligibility management
- Accurate and timely payroll reporting
- Accurate and timely vendor invoicing
- Handling employee queries
- Securely storing and transferring data
- Access to auditable records
- Complying with local regulations and laws (including data protection)

We are successful at this in some or all countries
This is neither a success nor a challenge for us
This is a challenge for us in some or all countries

Following best practice blueprint
Not following blueprint
We broke down the feedback employers gave us to determine what effectiveness really meant in benefits management. The results show a clear increase in employer’s confidence and success when they had an established mature strategy, global technology and have the processes in place to support their global benefits management.

As Figure 15 shows: Across all areas of benefits management, organizations are more than twice as likely to be successful in some countries if their best practice blueprint is adopted.

Challenges around benefits admin and risk management arise a lot more frequently in all or some countries for those who are not adopting the blueprint (average twice as likely) Figures 16 and 17 show how organizations adopting the global benefits blueprint are demonstrating far more positive results through its adoption. For example, 100% said they had noted positive impacts to their business (as opposed to only 80% of those not adopting best practice). And they were almost twice as likely to report an increase in operational efficiency as a result of their benefits administration. They are also seeing higher employee engagement scores through effective global benefits management, as shown in Figure 17.

**Figure 16.** Blueprint adoption vs. percentage of employers who have noticed these positive effects to their business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Best practice group</th>
<th>Non-best practice group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive impact on your profit loss</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in operational efficiency</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in administrative errors</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in overcharges</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the above</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Across all areas of benefits management, organizations are more than twice as likely to be successful in some countries if the best practice blueprint is adopted.”
Figure 17. Effectiveness of global benefits management vs. employee engagement scores

The below bar chart shows how the degree to which an organization is successful at global benefits management has an impact on their employee engagement scores. For example, it has an average engagement impact of over 20% by being very effective at achieving global benefits objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very effective</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat effective</td>
<td>66.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ineffective</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Throughout this chapter the results have shown that the adoption of a technology-enabled, defined approach to global benefits continues at pace and that, as that strategy continues to develop and be refined, it is delivering powerful results for those that have followed it.

Not all elements need to be adopted for either immediate or long-term success, but the right combination of these elements for any multinational organization is a significant improvement in the two major success areas for global HR and benefits teams – much higher global employee engagement scores and demonstrably better administration and management of benefits.

The evolution of global benefits best practice is a complex picture and a true balancing act for HR and reward professionals. It also requires strong alignment to the direction of the business and innovation in new approaches, as well as technological investment. It is at this point organizations can then look to transformational benefit programs that differentiate and deliver competitive edge.

“Organizations adopting the global benefits blueprint are demonstrating far more positive results through its adoption. For example, 100% said they had noted positive impacts to their business (as opposed to only 80% of those not adopting best practice).”
Benefits shift from reward to experience

As with many walks of life and business, first the foundations or infrastructure are built, and then the next phase of growth and transformation starts to present itself. And so it is with global benefits strategy.

Thomson’s Global Employee Benefits Watch has historically focused on how to deliver great global benefits, rather than what those benefits should be. However, in last year’s research there was an emergence of some trends towards a more consistent approach to benefits design. These will be explored in this chapter, as well as a look into any early insights into the next wave of global benefits – because, sure enough, the early ripple is starting to emerge.

It is evident that once again it is those organizations that led the first wave of global benefits strategy through technology adoption, who now are showing the earliest results in focusing their attention on this new benefits philosophy.

The shift has moved away from reward, but it is important to note that traditional benefits are not being removed and replaced. There is still a role for healthcare, retirement and protection to play in effective benefits strategy – but what we are seeing is a new prioritization from both employers and employees. Focus has shifted onto wellbeing and the experience they receive, in utilizing their benefits day-to-day and supporting shorter-term needs than those traditional benefits sought to.

This trend was uncovered in Thomson’s recent research of over 2,000 global employees that formed the whitepaper, ‘Expectations and reality: the widening gap in global benefits’10. Results showed that benefits that help employees stay physically and financially healthy, offer them advice, help them manage childcare or improve their career development are those that they are likely to interact with on a regular basis, creating both higher engagement and greater return on investment for the employer.

Put simply, the new money and thinking is being put into global wellbeing and experience programs for benefits.

The voice of the employee

In our recent employee research\(^{11}\), we found that employees rated benefits higher than the nature of their job role, their colleagues or organization culture in influencing their loyalty. Those employees who said ‘my benefits meet my needs’ were twice as likely as those who disagreed with this to recommend their employer to a friend, be proud to work for their organization or report a positive working experience.

This strong link between employee benefits and engagement may be partly because of growing health and financial worries amongst employees. Health (61%), wealth (23%) and then career (16%) figured as the three top employee priorities regardless of geography or generation in the latest Mercer Talent Trends Global Report\(^{12}\).

Aligning benefits to employees’ life goals and short-term needs, which collectively represent their wellbeing, is critical to ensure they truly engage with what is on offer. For most employees whose lifestyles and aspirations have changed, our research has uncovered that the majority of employers haven’t evolved their benefits at the same pace in two key ways:

Firstly, the research uncovered that benefits programs are not supporting the short-term needs of younger generations. For example, 67% of 26–35 year olds have the goal to buy a home, whereas only 11% of benefits plans support this\(^{13}\). There is also a cross-generational need for support around physical and mental wellbeing, like the benefits that improve employees’ day-to-day experiences, such as office yoga classes and debt counselling.

Additionally, organizations who are supporting their employees as individuals through well-designed benefits are much more likely to be achieving high engagement with their program. For example, employees who were happy with their benefits program were 76% more likely to be making use of the wellbeing initiatives at work.

Secondly, employees rated communication as one of the biggest influences in whether their needs were met by their benefits offering. They were also 31% more likely to say that their benefits best met their needs when they were accessed through an online portal (regardless of the actual benefits being offered).

\(^{12}\) Thomsons Online Benefits, ‘Expectations vs. reality: the widening gap in global benefits’, 2017
\(^{13}\) http://www2.cipd.co.uk/pm/peoplemanagement/b/weblog/archive/2011/06/06/well-being-is-the-key-to-employee-engagement-2011-06.aspx
In order to meet employee needs, it is important for HR teams to recognize technology has a dual role in supporting engagement around benefits. Not only does it enable employers to provide choice, flexibility and benefits on-demand in a practical sense, it can hugely enhance the overall employee experience. Employers should also listen to their employees preferences and leverage technology to communicate (and give access to) benefits that actually support employees’ wellbeing, both inside and outside of the workplace.

The new-found prominence of wellbeing

Results from our employee research showed the negative impact work and the workplace generally has on employees’ wellbeing (Figure 18).

Only 1 in 10 employees said that their workplace had a positive impact, meaning organizations are sending 9 out of 10 people home every day with a worse disposition than they started the day with. Yet, the relationship between fostering wellbeing and workforce productivity and performance has been clear for a long time now.

Figure 18. Employees’ wellbeing at work

The below graph shows the significant negative impact that the workplace is having on employees’ wellbeing. This was rated by over 2,200 employees from multinational organizations.


“Employees who said ‘my benefits meet my needs’ are 31% more likely to be accessing their benefits through an online portal.”
Given that our employer research shows that only 40% of employers have wellbeing as a priority initiative in their benefits strategy, there is clearly a disconnect here between the employer offering and employee expectation, which employers need to grasp. Those employers who have transformed their strategy, systems and governance are already putting a greater emphasis on wellbeing.

As discussed at the start of this chapter, those organizations who have adopted the blueprint have the foundations in place to evolve and develop their benefit strategies and they are doing just that. As Figures 19 and 20 show, they are twice as likely to have already implemented wellbeing programs globally and close to 80% of them have rolled it out in at least some regions.

And, due to the technology-enabled approach they have adopted in the blueprint, not only are they more likely to have implemented global wellbeing initiatives, they are also significantly more likely to be measuring them as well, versus those who still don’t have a mature global strategy in place.
Figure 20. Following the blueprint vs. measurement of wellbeing impact

The below bar chart shows that when an organization is measuring all elements of their global benefits program they are significantly more likely to be rolling out global wellbeing programs. We will explore why this is in chapter 3, however it is important to note here that it is those organizations who have the tech in place to measure the impact of their benefits program who are more likely to be responding to the employee need for wellbeing.

In terms of what those employers are doing consistently, it is great to see in Figure 21 the focus on financial wellbeing beyond retirement, rather than just the traditional focus on physical wellbeing, as most initiatives have directed their attention to in the past. Financial concerns have a large impact on mental health and supports the top employee priorities regardless of geography or generation health (61%) and wealth (23%)\(^5\).

Figure 21. Global wellbeing initiatives adopted by employers

Here we can see all the global wellbeing benefits programs on offer and the percentage of employers offering them. There is a clear prominence of financial wellbeing campaigns, which is promising to see considering the impact of financial stress on mental health. Which will be impacting employees’ ability to carry out their job.

The emergence of the marketing mindset

There’s been a very visible shift in communication initiatives over the past year, as shown in Figure 22. There are particularly big leaps in a number of areas, for instance, 70% of employees wanted their employer to talk to them about benefits around life stages such as childbirth, but only 46% said that their employer did so. In this year’s survey, the proportion of employers communicating around life stages in at least some countries has risen from 46% to 71%.

Employers that time their communications well, ensuring that employees have the information they need at the right time, are most likely to see their benefits used and valued. For example, launching fitness benefits in the New Year, financial education at the end of the tax year and promotion of health leading into the winter.

Figure 22. Communication frequency increase from 2016 to 2017

The graph shows how many employers have rolled out communication initiatives compared to last year, also showing an increase in how frequently organizations are communicating about benefits and enrollment tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment and new joiner communications</td>
<td>65.5%</td>
<td>76.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life changes (i.e., marriage, childbirth)</td>
<td>45.8%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduled communications</td>
<td>44.0%</td>
<td>66.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Figure 23, financial education campaigns, which can also be seen as a broader wellbeing intervention, are also rising up the agenda. It seems organizations are no longer ignoring the impact on productivity caused by money worries, with almost one in three US employees currently reporting being distracted at work due to money worries, we can see that 60% of employers have or are implementing a financial education campaign, with a further 26% considering doing so.

As discussed in the first chapter of this report, it is those organizations taking steps to put the global strategy, governance and technology in place that are taking most advantage of their position and looking at more innovative initiatives to provide a consistent, positive experience for their employees globally.

“We can see that 60% of employers have or are implementing a financial education campaign, with a further 26% considering doing so.”
The role of technology in engagement

Peoples’ habits have changed and technology now touches every part of their lives at work and on the move – there are now 6.4 billion connected devices in use worldwide. This trend is referred to as ‘the device mesh’, and in their 2016 technology predictions Gartner stated it has the potential to ‘profoundly impact an organization’s long-term plans, programs and initiatives’.

Creating a consumer experience – mirroring the technology-enabled, responsive experience employees are increasingly accustomed to outside of the workplace – is now not just a nice-to-have but a core driver of a positive workplace experience. So to what extent have employers adopted the new communication tools available to them to maximize their investment on benefits, and how much they are doing so on a globally-consistent basis?

While we can see in Figure 24 that there is healthy uptake across a range of modern communication tools (with 56% using or in the process of implementing total reward statements, for example), only a minority of employers are using these tools consistently on a global basis (Figure 25). In the 2016/17 report, 70% of employees said they would like access via their mobile devices compared to 51% who currently had this option.

As we have already seen, although mobile access is requested from employees, Figure 24 shows no change in mobile phone access to benefits since 2016/17.

As many organizations are currently still either administering a lot of their benefits manually (see Figure 11) or don’t have a global strategy in place (Figure 1) it appears they are also still lagging behind on technology-enabled benefits communication. Nevertheless, the importance of mobile access is being recognized, with almost a third considering offering mobile access, as seen in Figure 25.

“...There is healthy uptake across a range of modern communication tools (with 56% using or in the process of implementing total reward statements, for example), only a minority of employers are using these tools consistently on a global basis...”
Figure 24. Communication tools – a year-on-year comparison

The below graph shows how many employers have rolled out these communication tools compared to last year. There has certainly been an increase in those using enrollment tools and single sign-on logins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefit enrollment tool</td>
<td>51.0%</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single sign-on logins</td>
<td>45.3%</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access from mobile devices</td>
<td>50.5%</td>
<td>50.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile apps</td>
<td>37.2%</td>
<td>37.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reward statements</td>
<td>56.5%</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Those employers who have a mature benefits strategy are 42% more likely to be enabling mobile access. Meaning they have the opportunity to embrace digitization and truly deliver a consumer-grade, on-demand benefits experience that meets their employee expectations if they harness integrated technology.

As the latest Global Human Capital Trends report from Deloitte\textsuperscript{17} notes, an explosion of digital and mobile tools can help HR and benefits professionals design and deliver a great employee experience, but the lack of integration between them suggests that the focus on end-to-end employee experience is still new. If employers are to move benefits from reward to experience, they need to ensure they have more than just individual tools; they need to have the global governance and processes in place to deliver an end-to-end seamless experience.

\textsuperscript{17} Deloitte, ‘Rewriting the rules for the digital age’, 2017.
Figure 25. Communication tools employers are implementing and how global their approach is

The chart below shows what communication tools HR and reward teams are using to communicate their benefits and how global their approach is. Benefits enrollment tools and single sign-on logins are the most widely used communication tools globally or locally.

The marketing mindset and success

Our 2016/17 research\(^\text{18}\) concluded that those organizations who are adopting a marketing mindset to benefits communications were moving the needle on success.

By adopting a marketing mindset, and: continuously communicating (at life changes and at scheduled intervals), using a variety of digital tools (TRS, mobile apps, single sign-on, access from mobile, benefits enrolment tool) and a variety of initiatives (wellbeing campaigns, benefits brand, segmented communications) organizations significantly improved their employees’ awareness of the benefits on offer and experienced greater engagement as a result.

Figure 26. Adoption of marketing mindset vs. how successful employers are at benefits communications

The graph shows the comparison between two approaches to benefits communications: those following a marketing mindset and those who are only implementing some areas. This is then compared to how effective organizations are in different areas of benefits communications.

- **Making employees aware of the benefits on offer**
- **Improving employee understanding of the value of benefits**
- **Enabling employees to make good benefits decisions**
- **Encouraging employees to take up benefits on offer**

It is clear from Figure 26 that those organizations who have adopted a marketing approach to benefits communications are now seeing real tangible results in evolving their benefit strategy and design even further.
Analytics: Hope is not a strategy

For too long, a myriad of complex factors and influences has dictated benefits professionals’ approach to benefits management, resulting in more time spent on tactical rather than strategic activities based on insight from hard data. In ‘the balancing act between ambition and reality’ our research evidenced the disconnect between benefits teams’ aspirations and the realities of how their time is actually spent.

Lack of benefits data proves problematic in many ways. Especially when health and protection benefits are due for their annual renewal, as HR teams are frequently unable to prove that they can predict or intervene in spiraling benefit costs. As a result, compromises have to be made – either the credibility of the HR team or the benefit plan design and employee satisfaction along with it.

In last year’s report we evidenced the advances that HR teams with a mature, global approach to benefits were making in the way they are using data to their advantage. However, considering the infrastructure needed to enable this level of maturity, it was only the minority who were embracing the ripple of change.

An emerging theme from this year’s research is that the ripple has become a wave. The progress being made with data and analytics is happening at a far quicker rate than previous waves, almost like Moore’s Law. Market-leading organizations who caught the previous waves in digitization are leading the way as they have the infrastructure required to build upon. They are fully utilizing the technology they have in place as a tool to measure all elements of their benefits program.

It is clearly no coincidence that this wave is happening at a time when those leading organizations are fundamentally changing their approach to benefits design from reward to experience. These HR and reward teams are able to take a consumer-like approach – taking the data from their benefits program to understand employee journeys and outcomes, whilst focusing on wellbeing. This is enabling them to be far more personal in the benefits they offer, than simply aiming for positive health outcomes. None of this can exist without data and analytics.
From foresight to insight for the early adopters

So what distinguishes those organizations better able to measure the impact of their global benefits from the rest? Having explored the extent to which employers measure benefits globally and how greater access to data enables them to focus more on the employee experience, we now examine the approach taken to technology and infrastructure by data leaders.

**Figure 27. Benefits administration approach and ability to report globally on benefits trends**

The graph shows what systems the best practice group – those measuring all elements of their benefits program as outlined in the previous section – are using compared to those organizations who are not measuring in all areas.

---

Everywhere: “We use this method in all countries”

Somewhere: “We use this method in one or more countries”

Nowhere: “We don’t use this method in any country”

---

“ The best practice group (those measuring all areas of their benefits programs) are much more likely to be using digital systems, but the key differentiator is that they are using it on a global, rather than country, level.”

---
As Figure 27 shows, the best practice group (those measuring all areas of their benefits programs) are much more likely to be using digital systems, but the key differentiator is that they are using it on a global, rather than country, level. While the proportion using global benefits technology is the same across both groups, almost half (47%) of the best practice group use this method globally – more than eight times the rest. A similar pattern is found for HCM software.

Not only does systems approach play its part, location does too. As Figure 28 shows, APAC-headquartered organizations are most likely to report against all the measures listed. This isn’t surprising, when organizations in APAC are also the most likely to be demonstrating a high proportion of the best practices that make up the blueprint – including having a mature, very aligned global strategy, global HRSS centers and benefits management software across all of their locations.

The chart also shows that while they fall behind significantly in the areas of engagement and retention, organizations headquartered in the Americas are the most likely to be measuring and analyzing costs today. This suggests a different emphasis in approach, one that leans more towards cost control and administration efficiencies.

It is interesting to see in Figure 28 that EMEA continues to lag behind both the Americas and APAC in terms of measurement. Again, considering differences in culture, employment practices and benefits philosophy, this could be expected. However, those organizations who are not measuring the impact of their benefits programs (particularly those in EMEA), are well behind those who are driving results.

“It is interesting to see in Figure 28 that EMEA continues to lag behind both the Americas and APAC in terms of measurement.”
Figure 28. Organizations’ approach to measuring the impact of their global benefits program by region

The chart shows how organizations in the APAC region are much more likely to measure the impact on employee engagement, while in the Americas the impact on HR overhead spend is seen as the most important measure.

Employee satisfaction with benefits programs
- APAC: 76.0%
- Americas: 75.5%
- EMEA: 70.6%

Benefits programs’ takeup levels
- APAC: 80.0%
- Americas: 77.4%
- EMEA: 73.4%

Impact on business performance
- APAC: 56.0%
- Americas: 43.4%
- EMEA: 47.7%

Impact on wellbeing
- APAC: 68.0%
- Americas: 60.4%
- EMEA: 55.9%

Impact on recruitment
- APAC: 64.0%
- Americas: 54.7%
- EMEA: 50.5%

Impact on HR overhead spend
- APAC: 80.0%
- Americas: 84.9%
- EMEA: 61.5%

Impact on employee retention
- APAC: 68.0%
- Americas: 41.5%
- EMEA: 57.8%

Impact on employee engagement
- APAC: 80.0%
- Americas: 56.6%
- EMEA: 66.9%
Figure 29. Year-on-year comparison of how long it takes organizations to report on global benefits

The graph shows that more organizations can report in under two hours compared to last year – this number has doubled.

“...It is promising to see that there has been progress since last year, with a doubling of employers with access to real-time global benefits data and a reduction in the number of HR teams that take over a week to get access to their global costs.”
Although technology is clearly having an impact on organization’s ability to measure the impact of their benefits program, Figure 29 shows that 26.6% of organizations still cannot report on global benefits costs, while it takes another 16.9% more than a week to do so. So not only are organizations unable to report on these costs, but those that can, do it inefficiently and use up significant resources on administration in the process. The majority of HR and reward professionals appear to still make decisions without the information to help inform them.

However it is promising to see that there has been progress since last year, with a doubling of employers that have access to real-time global benefits data and a reduction in the number of HR teams that take over a week to get access to their global costs. A great improvement, but it is still only doubling from 5% to 10% of all organizations. As identified consistently in this report, it is only employers in this small minority who caught the previous waves of benefits digitization early on that are now reaping the benefits – only those with a mature approach to global benefits management have the capability to get access to accurate global benefits cost data.

HR and reward professionals clearly have appetite to measure and analyze, but the capability to implement the required tools and process is lagging behind. This is further evidenced in Mercer’s latest study, which demonstrates the capability gap in ‘data analytics and predictive modeling’, where both HR and employees rate it in the top three in-demand skills in short supply for the coming 12 months.

“As identified consistently in this report, it is only employers in this small minority who caught the previous waves of benefits digitization early on that are now reaping the benefits – only those with a mature approach to global benefits management have the capability to get access to accurate global benefits cost data.”

With new data comes fresh thinking

When looking at how measuring different elements of a global benefits program impacts the success of its delivery there are two key trends:

Firstly, as Figure 30 shows, the simpler elements of a global benefits program are being measured by the majority – 70% of organizations are tracking take-up, spend, satisfaction and engagement on at least a local level. This gives clear indicators for those organizations at the start of their journey on where to start in order to get access to a full suite of benefits data.

Figure 30. Global breadth of approach to benefits program measurement

The chart shows how employers are measuring the effect of their global benefits. Most are measuring in some countries, rather than across all office locations.
Secondly, as shown in Figure 31, those employers who are measuring all areas of their benefits program listed in Figure 30 on a global scale are those who have adopted all, or most of, the blueprint, in terms of HRSS, global HR and benefits technology and the other enablers of success. No one without these hallmarks for success is measuring in a globally consistent way today, suggesting you cannot have a mature data and analytics strategy without having adopted the systems and technology first.

Figure 31 provides further evidence that those following the blueprint are outperforming organizations that are not when it comes to their approach to measuring benefits. They are not only better at areas of benefits management, such as reducing the administration burden for their teams (nearly 40% more likely to prioritize this initiative), they have also made the biggest leaps in the prioritization and measurement of:

- Wellbeing programs – more than double (over 90%) of those following the blueprint cite it as a top priority; and
- Employee experience – nearly 40% more of the organizations following the blueprint are focused on this initiative above other, more traditional areas.

The scale of transformation that those organizations are achieving is impressive – they are not making incremental improvements, they are fundamentally changing their approach to global benefits. This is meeting the employee needs and expectations for more wellbeing and experiential benefits that we explored in chapter two. This is a blueprint that others starting their journey can follow.

“Those measuring all areas of their benefits program are reducing the administration burden for their teams. They are nearly 40% more likely to prioritize this initiative. They have also made the biggest leaps in the prioritization and measurement of wellbeing programs – (over 90%) cite it as a top priority.”
Figure 31. Approach to measuring benefits vs. strategic initiatives in place

In this chart, best practice means those organizations that are measuring all areas of their benefits program. This group of employers’ strategic initiatives are compared to those who are only measuring some areas of their benefits programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative</th>
<th>Following best practice blueprint and measuring all</th>
<th>Not following blueprint and measuring some</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globally consistent employee experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing data and operational risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tighter management of vendors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing global insurance risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automating administration processes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tighter control of global costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globally standard benefits design principles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global employee wellbeing programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment to global shared service model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistent global governance (i.e., one view of benefits data)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key:
- **Green**: Higher priority initiative
- **Yellow**: Lower priority initiative
- **Purple**: Not an initiative
Figure 32. How organizations measure the effect of their benefits program: year-on-year comparison

The graph shows what areas organizations are quantitatively measuring. It is promising to see that the increase this year in organizations measuring the impact of benefits has come in areas that are notoriously more difficult to measure. So they have certainly matured in their global benefits governance.

This suggests that some organizations are finding that with improved infrastructure and technology – the evolution of the blueprint we explored in chapter one – they are able to move into areas of reporting that few were implementing a year ago. For example, the impact on recruitment, where the proportion of organizations measuring data has increased from 3% to 18%.
It is also interesting to note how the measures employers report on have changed since last year. Figure 32 shows that while standard measures such as employee engagement and the take-up of benefits continue to be most widely used, the growth in measurement focus and capabilities isn’t found here. Instead, growth is in more impactful measures that prove ROI, such as impact on recruitment, wellbeing and business performance.

This suggests that some organizations are finding that with improved infrastructure and technology – the evolution of the blueprint we explored in chapter one – they are able to move into areas of reporting that few were implementing a year ago. For example, the impact on recruitment, where the proportion of organizations measuring data has increased from 3% to 18%.

Building to this level of reporting may seem daunting, and it is important for organizations to focus initially on what can be measured (and what can be delivered), for example administration and enrolment. Starting with the basics that are immediately available, such as take-up and satisfaction ratings, will make accelerating analytics into experience and wellbeing much easier and quicker when measurement capability and capacity has advanced.
Figure 33. Effectiveness of each objective vs. approach to measurement

The graph shows a comparison of those organizations who measure all areas outlined in the chart above and those who don’t. Showing how effective they are overall in meeting their objectives.

- **Impact on employee engagement**: 88.0% Everywhere, 76.6% Somewhere, 68.1% Nowhere.
- **Impact on employee retention**: 88.6% Everywhere, 77.7% Somewhere, 71.0% Nowhere.
- **Impact on HR overhead spend**: 88.4% Everywhere, 77.0% Somewhere, 61.4% Nowhere.
- **Impact on recruitment**: 85.7% Everywhere, 82.9% Somewhere, 67.7% Nowhere.
- **Impact on wellbeing**: 86.4% Everywhere, 81.2% Somewhere, 68.1% Nowhere.
- **Impact on business performance**: 87.8% Everywhere, 87.3% Somewhere, 66.1% Nowhere.
- **Benefit programs’ take-up levels**: 82.2% Everywhere, 81.4% Somewhere, 60.0% Nowhere.
- **Employees satisfaction with benefits programs**: 83.0% Everywhere, 78.3% Somewhere, 66.7% Nowhere.

*Everywhere:* “We measure this in all countries” *Somewhere:* “We measure this in one or more countries” *Nowhere:* “We don’t measure this in any country”
The mantra that remains true today – to measure is to manage

Organizations that were the first to adopt technology to effectively administer their global benefits program are firstly more likely to measure their objectives and impact, and secondly more likely to do so consistently globally, but are these organizations really getting anything back for their investment?

To find out, we examined their approach to measurement versus the ratings they gave us around how well their program is performing today.

In Figure 33 we can see that those organizations who are effectively measuring against each of their objectives, such as impact on employee engagement, retention and wellbeing are significantly more effective in achieving them. Most noticeably, those who are measuring their success against objectives by taking benefits data on a global scale. For example, those measuring the impact of their benefits program on employee engagement on a global scale are 20% more effective than those who are not measuring their success at all.

This backs up our earlier findings that confirmed global consistency has a big impact on outcomes so we reviewed organizations’ self-rated effectiveness against whether they measured specific impacts of their benefits programs across all countries, some countries or none.

Figure 34 shows how organizations felt they were performing against more detailed objectives and initiatives, such as benefits design and vendor management. We then compared this to their approach to measuring all aspects of their benefits program using the technology available to them. Once again, in all areas, those with a technology-enabled approach are leading the way.

There is a 20–30% increase across all KPIs which is a highly impactful way of demonstrating to the business the value of global benefits with consistent technology enabling it, but most importantly the ability to measure all areas of a benefits program.

“Those who are measuring their success against objectives by taking benefits data on a global scale. For example, those measuring the impact of their benefits program on employee engagement on a global scale are 20% more effective than those who are not measuring their success at all.”
Figure 34. Ways organizations measure their global benefits program vs. how effective they are in different areas of global benefits governance

This graph breaks down how effective organizations are in different areas of global benefits governance and compares this to their approach to measurement. Those following best practice are a lot more likely to be successful in their global benefits governance.

- **Access to accurate data in one place (including cost and take-up of benefits)**
  - Following best practice blueprint and measuring all
  - Not following blueprint and measuring some

- **Consistent delivery of global benefits**
  - Following best practice blueprint and measuring all
  - Not following blueprint and measuring some

- **Demonstrating ROI to key stakeholders**
  - Following best practice blueprint and measuring all
  - Not following blueprint and measuring some

- **Ability to scale for organizational growth**
  - Following best practice blueprint and measuring all
  - Not following blueprint and measuring some

- **Ensuring your vendors are delivering**
  - Following best practice blueprint and measuring all
  - Not following blueprint and measuring some

- **Ability to budget and project future costs**
  - Following best practice blueprint and measuring all
  - Not following blueprint and measuring some

- **Correct team size to manage global benefits**
  - Following best practice blueprint and measuring all
  - Not following blueprint and measuring some

- **Offering benefits your employees want**
  - Following best practice blueprint and measuring all
  - Not following blueprint and measuring some

- **Offering benefits that impact and/or drive your strategic business objectives**
  - Following best practice blueprint and measuring all
  - Not following blueprint and measuring some

- **Offering benefits that support your employees wellbeing**
  - Following best practice blueprint and measuring all
  - Not following blueprint and measuring some
Figure 35. Ways organizations measure their global benefits program vs. average number of negative impacts to their business

The graph shows respondents’ approach to measuring global benefits (from not at all to globally consistently) and the number of negative impacts they experience as a result of running their benefits program.

“We asked respondents about the negative impacts they experience in running global benefits and, once again, those organizations who are much better at measurement are experiencing significantly fewer issues than the rest.”
As shown in Figure 33, the extent to which market-leading employers are measuring their approach and impact, correlates with much higher effectiveness and outcomes.

However, it is interesting to note the other side of the equation too. We asked respondents about the negative impacts they experience running global benefits and, once again, those organizations who are much better at measurement are experiencing significantly fewer issues than the rest (Figure 35).

The ability to measure impacts globally is an essential aspect of the best practice blueprint tested in this year’s report. Whether it is administration, costs, engagement or even business performance, those who measure are evidently the most effective at running global benefits.

These market-leading organizations are realizing the benefits of evolving their infrastructure and technology in a way that can provide them with access to the accurate, timely data they need. This means that they can leverage this data to both improve efficiency and governance, whilst also refining and improving the part that benefits play in shaping their employee’s experience (doing more to promote wellbeing, for example).

To reiterate the findings in chapter one, those who are measuring are doing so because they have the technology, approach and infrastructure to allow it.

Hope is not a strategy. Nor is employee experience just a ‘nice to have’. And technology doesn’t exist solely to improve administration. Technology brings together a modern, transformative approach to global benefits that aligns to a lean global approach to HR.
Conclusion

There you have it – the global benefits market is in its third wave of maturity, with the blueprint for success continuing to evolve and benefit technology/blueprint adoption showing no signs of slowing down.

Going back to where this all started, this year’s research shows that those who have adopted the first wave of change or our best practice global benefits blueprint are continuing to have the greatest success in running their benefit programs.

The evidence shows that nearly 60% of multinationals now have a defined, technology-enabled approach to global benefits. As a result, they are seeing improvements in engagement, governance and administration, namely they are:

- **Three times more likely** to see a reduction in administration errors;
- **Twice as likely** to see a reduction in overcharges from carriers for cover and an increase in employee engagement scores of nearly 20%.

In our 2016/17 Report, we had seen a much greater focus on employee experience, which has now established itself as the second major wave of global benefits best practice. This year, those leading the way (those quickest to adopt the first wave) have demonstrated a significant shift from benefits as a reward function to benefits as an experience and wellbeing function. This has been demonstrated by:

- The rise of wellbeing up the benefits team and the employee agenda, for example those following the blueprint are twice as likely to have implemented global wellbeing programs;
- The continued adoption of a more marketing-led approach to communications.

It is clear that administration and experience are now very well established attributes of a well-run global benefits program. What has also become apparent this year is the emergence of a third wave of change – the use of analytics for benefits.

The research has consistently proven that the early adopters have made great strides in this area and are able to better measure, adapt and, importantly, prove to the board the success of their benefits program all over the world. These HR teams are:

- **Twice as likely** to budget and predict global costs
- **Twice as likely** to be offering benefits employees want
- **95% more likely** to be offering benefits that impact and drive strategic business objectives.
The message within this report for those employers who missed the last wave, is to be encouraged that market-leading organizations have given us all the global benefits blueprint for success to follow. This blueprint is no longer a nice to have, but now a necessity to attract and retain talent. For those who are riding the current wave of change, we look forward to seeing the further transformation of your approach. And finally for the market-leaders already thinking of the next one, let’s hope that’s what we can share in next year’s report.
Methology

A total of 441 global HR and reward professionals from multinational organizations took part in the Global Employee Benefits Watch survey in Q3 of 2017. Respondents completed an online questionnaire on the employee benefits they offer and their reward strategy and approach. Alongside the employer survey, Thomsons Online Benefits commissioned an employee survey which was completed by 2,265 employees working for multinational organizations of over 4,000 employees from around the globe.
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